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LE££IL£E:L££:L
MR. CHIEF JUSTICE BURGER: We will hear arguments 

next in No. 74-1187, Baxter against Palmigiano.

Mr. Dwight, you may proceed whenever you are ready.

ORAL ARGUMENT OF RONALD A. DWIGHT, ESQ.

ON BEHALF OF PETITIONERS

MR. DWIGHT: Mr. Chief Justice and may it please

the Court:

I am hare on behalf of. the Attorney General of 

the S fate of Rhode Island and Providence Plantations in the 

.case, of Baxter y. Falvnigiano.

This case centers on two issues on two issues, 

whether counsel ;ts required to be present at in-prison 

ii- u. ai;' her;;:;: n where bl re in fraction complained of 

may si:: a tjecc of criminal prosecution and, second,

vhethearemm unity must be granted for any statements

ia: a the hearing where the silence of the inmate is 

cor. sn fu.an as * factor by the disciplin ary board.

Before I .address those two issues, your Honors,

-hi .. o to ma.-ce mention of r footnote in the Solicitor 

for il's brief questioning whether a t.hrae-judge court 

'■h ■ 3 convened in this case and I must state that

die Solicc tor f uneral is in error when he says that this 

one Is attack cn the Morris rules because there is 

notnf :.' ... any rule or statute or regulation of the State of
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Rhode Island which prevents counsel from being present at 

these disciplinary hearings.

The rules are clear that an inmate has a right to 

assistance by a classification officer or any other individual 

authorized by the warden and since the decision of the First 

Circuit, attorneys have been authorized by che warden to 

be present in these cases so therefore no holding in this 

case would held that statute of Rhode Island or regula

tion to. be in valid and --

QUESTION: But you are challenging something about 

the First -Cir cu.it ' s holding in that respect* aren't you, in 

this petition?

MR. DWIGHT; We at . o r. or, but. I felt since 

the question vt this Court1s jurisdiction had been raised, 

that it was n-y ob igation to be .ng this ~-

}de Island can go right

back there, can it nor?

MR. DTTIGHT It can, your Honor.

Q’JBdTtON: t mean, it is only under the compunction

of the First J.ircuit decision, i.sn’t it?

MR. DWIGHT: Right. Well, I am not sure I am 

answerinc- you: honor's question.

QUESTION: As I understood you, you said that

they now make provision for counsel in these cases.

tell, under the compulsion of theMR. DWIGHT:



First Circuit.

QUESTION: But only under that compulsion.

MR. DWIGHT; Yes, your Honor. We advised the 

warden that there was at the present time — prior to the 

First Circuit's decision -- the First Circuit's decision no 

requirement that counsel be present at these hearings.

QUESTION: So your point is, in response to foot

note one on page 3 of the Government's amicus curiae brief
the

in this case that this was not an attack on /statewide 

Morris rules as such, Is that it?

HR; '0NIGHT That is correct / youir Honor.

QUESTION- And that therefore, contrary to the 

Government suggestion, three - -judge court was not required 

and that it was properly heard and determined by a single 

district judge. Therefore, the appeal was proper to the 

Court of Appeals and certiorari jurisdiction exists in 

this Court. Is that your point”

MR. DWIGHT: That is exact:; v correct, your Honor.

QUESTION: End if I understand your reasoning 

behind that, you are saying thnh the reason it is not an 

attack or, the Morris '-ules is :hai. out of force of compulsion

you have complied with the First Circuit - judgment and that 

doesn't seem to me to be a very satisfactory reason.

There may be other good reasons why a three-judge 

district courr wasn't required bit to say that Rhode Island
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is now doin< something that the First Circuit told it it 

had to do, that it wouldn't otherwise do, I don't 

know that it is an entirely adequate answer to the Govern

ment's point

MR, DWIGHT: Well, your Honor,, we are just — we 

made a legal determination before the First Circuit decision 

that legal cour se 1 were not required but in no way has there 

been any change in any statute n regulation in the State of 

Rhode Island That is my point,

QUESTION: Well, the.. , the acti on in the district 

court .an.- a e ha lien an to a re; .. 1,- ;;ir>u of statewide. . . . .

applnc.il ilit', , wasn i. i 1:?

:R DWIGHv It v/as not a regulation, your Honor. 

OUE STICK: Or the consent decree or —

R. r vi.GII Well, ' / pain a is that Morris rules 

do run; for? ic counsel at disc oil ;.ur he -ingr-, They state 

that it is ai > s ;he warden or the Depart

ment of Zorn cti tind i . orris . lies were

Ira f t® have :old l 1 scifi poir ?as not

covered deceive of t’r ;; doubt on ic .. d therefore, they 

cid« nil : . .. guage in ii

that wou A iutherise either la vers or nonlvoyers depending 

on who-; ;; ;■ 1 ultimately she r.d be determined to be,

do go or to the font7 o toe core., Inmate 

Palmigiano, wio was incarcerated in the Rhode Island Adult
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Correctional Institution for murder, on November 11th, 1972, 

decided that another inmate needed medical attention and 

because it was not being granted quickly enough, he went 

around advising the other inmates not to return to their 

cells at the time of the 9:00 p.m. lock-up.

He was subsequently charged with — by a 

corrections officer with inciting to riot and disruption 

and he was told that evening that he might be prosecuted 

for state crime.

Two days later a disciplinary hearing was held 

pursuant to the Morris rule end at that time, after consul

ting with his attorney prior to the hearing, he asked that 

he be admitted to the hearing.

The Captain Baxter, who wa; the chairman of the 

disciplinary board, crated chat disciplinary boards are 

disciplinary boards, they are not courts of lav;. It would 

be treated as a disciplinary care. ox- have been offered a 

postponement. Yon reused it. be do not have as an 

institutional policy attorneys sifting on disciplinary 

hearings. Your request is gen ml. *•

Tne cose wa brought in the district. court and 

the fir trie- lours of Rhode Island concluded that pro

cedural due process had been awarded the inmate.

Hr. Palmiginno appealed to the First Circuit, 

where the First Circuit held in Baxter I that he was
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permitted to have a retained counsel but not. appointed 

counsel and that use immunity should be granted for any 

statements that he made.

The State of Rhode Island petitioned for writ of 

certiorari which was granted. The case was vacated and 

remanded in light of this Court's opinion in Wolff y. 
■McDonnell.

The First Circuit handed down a second opinion 

in which they seated that no counsel was required except 

in those cases ".'here an infraction right be the subject of 

criminal nrns.ee: '.lor and- in that instance- they said that 

Miranda perhaps required that counsel be present and then 

they also stated '.se-immunity rould be required where the 

silence ad: the n cte at the hrrr a . would be considered as 

a fac t o r ag a i c s h im.

It Is tie -cate's position here that this Court’s 

ipinl . ■ - is i .c:.. red

situation.

If iuie flying facts da Wolff V. McDonnell include 

mm t! a also the

possible rsubj ict of a criminal prosecution the Wolff v. 

McDonnell cue .; ' •w a :lass aoil- unlike ti Le cane and 

there were Innares in that case who had committed infraction 

of insurrec :ioi threwtoning ti kill an officer, assault 

and drunkenness.
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It is the state’s position that because of these 

underlying facts, Wolff v, McDonnell covers the situations 

of disciplinary hearing?:: where infractions may also be the 

subject of oossible future criminal prosecution.

More specifically, there is a footnote in the 

Court's opinion in Wo 1 ff v, McPonne 1.1 which specifically 

cites Baxter I and in the body of the opinion, the Court 

said that "It is our view, however, that the procedures we 

have now required in prison di ciplir.ury proceedings 

represent a rea > 1 nt rests

of- the- inmates - and -the -need- of- the- institution,-"............

Footnote 20, And that footnote reads that the 

"Court of Appeals vht ch far, rule6. or. procedures required in 

prisoner discip.linary proceed! yo have been split. As to 

counsel, t a re i*t no right —" and

then, several cases are cited.

And then it states, vho First Circuit Baxter v.

PnIniii nno holds mere ns a ri hfc to ret ain counsel even 

where • she f sasia ii a n a ■■ wtei f :h Unth Circuit,

Cluchette v. °rcornierer.visions some sanctions in 

d sci ■ , ro ..i tt- ci ?or n ?is .< of counsel

and Its determined f I f: counsel must be o resided 'where a 

prison rule violation nay he purls! able Ivy .'tare law."

It is our : :r-rlfior. teat this focor to riecrly 
indicates that this Court did not agree vitl. that
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conclusion arc that its determination in Wolff was supposed 

to be a reasonable accommodation of this type of case as 

well as the case where the infraction is not the subject of 

future criminal prosecution.

If one looks at Miranda, which is really the 

issue here, how far does Mirarda apply, one sees that the 

underlying situation there that caused the Court to issue 

its opinion was the incommuniendo interrogation of possible 

suspects„

0'IESf'fON: Well, thi s disciplinary proceeding 

isn't a criniaal proceeding within the meaning of the Sixth 

Amendment, is it?

MR, DWICHT: Not at all, your HGnor, no. Vie have 

pointed that ytj . u\d think that th,; Court stated many 

times in f; : McConnell the . ii.serpiinary hearings are

not criminal trxals but cur point is that the Sixth 

Amendment doe? not apply here at all. There isn't any 

requirement of jovrnse.

I; is because the Pi - -h Amendment dees apply 

certainly v id km 14th •. oment rrav require counsel

if the Court 'here.Id determine mat it is necessary to 

protect Fif th -wr . dxx-at rights of the inmates

Q'JE TIION: 

as I understand it, v 

proceeding to a crimi

hhe reasoning of the Court of Appeals 

not t ialogi.Ee :he di sca p. inary 

nal trial , but r< the: to analogize

V



the disciplinary proceeding to the in-custody interrogation 

o f Mi ran da, Isn ' t t h a t r i gh t'?

M:1. DWIGHT: That is right your Honor and they 
pointed to Mathis --

QUESTION: Yes.

■V;- DWIGHT: — in stating that Miranda applies to

an in-prison setting but it is our print of view, your Honor, 

- in< i ti s

Here, the disciplinary hearing is held under the 

auspices of tae Morris rules wuich is far different than the 

type of abust thot was the subject oi Miranda.

QUESTION: who else vras in there to make it not
incorr ■ un 1 oado ?

MR. D'v/.;.GI!T: Well, y rur Ho: r , the inmate is 
entitled . . s bi fe: t . c s ficat Lo

officer at the prison.

ODPSTION: Employed :>y whom:’

I . J f Rhode
island.

• . '! in © ..of emploj ed b / the
state?

oo DWIGHT: The inm -.te, your Honor and even the
inmate —

QUE .’.’ION: Sc it is :ot incommunicsdo because
the inma :e is there.
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MR. DWIGHT: Well, your Honor, there are other

safeguards

QUESTION: T am waiting for who else you have in

there.

HR. DWIGHT: There is no one else, your Honor.

QUESTION: 0; course, in the Miranda situation, if

the person being interrogated is a pauper, then his counsel 

is being employed by the state, isn't he?

MR. DWIGHT: That is true, your Honor.

QUESTION: But who else — you still say it is 

not inoommunicade.

IR. DWIGHT: It is rot, your Honor, because, first 

of ail, cnc inmate bar oral and written notice in advance

so ho is 

to reir a in

right tc 

An impart

timely
xt surprise! . lie h.1 tixoly notice of'the right 
si1ent.

he eve pears at. the disciplin ary board with the 

ass; stance of an authorised counsel substitute, 

oaf t r Lf-unal, r. one of whom reported upon, witnessed

> - ' ged in fraction# sit on the board.

He has the right tc oall w;tnesses and to cross-

S o f

in communi cede int arrog, tion.

QUltSTId-N: Those arc- witnesses in the jail, I

assume...

MR, DWIGIIT: Or guards your Honor.
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QUESTION: Or guards, yes.

RR. DWIGHT: And also, I think this is significant, 

your Honor --

QUESTION: Is there any outside person allowed

in there?

MR. D'-JIGHT: Well, your Honor, the entire 

proceedings is --

QUESTION : Is there vy outside person allowed

in there?

MR. DWIGHT:: No , yov ■: Honor, I have stated that 

there is net

CUI3TIGW; And I subini that that, might be 

incornunic<. d< Might bo-.

?■ DWIGHT: Well, your Honor, there is also 

another safeguard. The entire disciplinary hearing is 

taped ar.G if the inmate should laws rone objection to the 

nearing, thei t.ne tape recording is nhera and fact, in the 

record in this arse --

CUISribW: bat: the turn-:: recording be used in a

criminal pi oh ec ' /J.ar l

ill Ea'IGHTr Well,- j.o could La used to show your 

Hon a: :h~1 i'. ce was, noneth Lrc. happen ed :..n the hearing where 

he not a >:• ,:ed the. right::- of the Morris rules.

QUESTION: Can it be used by the prosecutor?

I intend to address that question,V'' Y*> r> r.7 T H ? 1W > <-x . ... 'V .L\3iX 1 l
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your Honor and ■*—

QUESTION: Okay, in your own tine.

MR. DWIGIIT: I shall.
QUESTION: Does the inmate have the option not to

take part in the hearing?
MR. DWIGIIT: Yes, your Honor, sometimes the inmates 

walk out and refuse to take part in any way. The board 
goes on to heir the evidence presented and then they make 
their decision known to the inmates end —•

Q'JEGWIQW ; Weil, they are not compelled to be 

there, at all, take it.

MR. DWIGHT: They are not, your Honor. In fact,

1 artended a • ng where an ...r rate left and then the case
w a s d i s m i s s > d o c c ;• 11i sr; h 3

QUEtTICI-f: hrd if they are, they are not. compelled

to s ay anyth! • ic:. I t i .11.

MR, DWIGHT? No, your Honor, they are advised 

that the}, may 1«? in si Lent.,

QUEi'ilOi: E or were • diets a: one c f these hearings? 

Hi. n ilHT ■ C was rut: it this hearing, your Honor,

but I did

QUESTION: Does the seats usually have a lawyer

there?

MI.. DWIGHT.- Well, at the present time, your Honor, 
under the First Circuit opinion —
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QUESTION: I am talking about when this case came

up.

MR. DWIGHT: No, lawyers were not permitted.

QUISTION; Well, why were you there? You said 

you were at one of the hearings.

MR. DWIGHT: I just attended one recently, your 

Honor, in order to have a —

QUESTION: Oh, I see.

MR, DWIGHT: — real-life experience of having 

attended a hearing in case you;: Honors wanted ask any 

questions about how it is conducted.

QUESTION: If the inmate e'ecus not to remain at

in any sanction or punishment?

Ml. DWIGHT Well, your Ho? or, at the time this 

3 ise 3 it 5, ■ Ii T Imigiano w« ? s . . "You may advise

-: : ute bi . ■ : detrirr :n ;al to

his defense."

And the Fir t Circuit concluded that this was & 

silence being held ayinst the urinate.

Ac the ■■res.' -t time;... the itmate3 are advised that,

int and your silence will not 

be a determinative factor in t decision of the disci

plinary board," That is one of the --

QUEfTION: The rule was changed in that respect, 

folio win the if rut Circuit decision.
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MR. DWIGHT: It was,, your HOnor. But is is my 

position, your Honor, that even in this case that the 

inmate's silence was not really held, against him. It is a 

factor and I feel that it is a fact that the disciplinary 

board should and realistically will consider but the Morris 

rules require that the determination of the disciplinary 

board should be based or substantial evidence and the state 

concedes that the silence of the inmate alone is not 

substantial evidence and unless there is other independent 

substantial evidence, the inmate should not be found guilty 

of the infraction.

C'JI' 5 TIC. ’: but the be ard ir permitted to consider 

the inmate's silence as a failure to refute or explain 

matters within his knowledge.

MR. DWIGHT: Well, ar the time of Palmigiano's 

hearing, your Honor, chat was true.

QUESTION: Do you see anything wrong with that?

MR. DWIGHT: Well, your Honor, there are many 

decisions of this Court which refuse to allow prosecutors 

to comment on an inmate's --

QUESTION: In a criminal proceedings.

MR. DWIGHT: Right. But in none of those cases 

has it actually been held that — in the states that a 

jury in a orininal proceeding cannot consider silence.

QUESTION: Well, then, this Court has never held
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that in a civil proceeding a state is required to draw no 
inference whatever from a person's claim of self-incrimina
tion, has it?

MR. DWIGHT: No, your HOnor, and all the cases 
cited by the Respondent here concern criminal trials and it 
is our position that this is not a criminal trial,

These people have been constitutionally convicted 
and afforded all the rights of a free man before they enter 
prison and

QUESTION: In a civil case, if a witness, whether
a part* or no;, refuses to anr-aer a question on the grounds 
of possible :L crimination, Fifth amendment grounds, and if 
the opposing counsel points to that ir his closing argument, 
does chat vio.-.ate any provision of th: Constitution? In a 
civil case.

MR. DWIGHT: I don’t... in truth, know, your Honor, 

but. 1 would: G do it without research..ng ire..

QUESTION: Weia, I was talking about the 

Const:, catior . Is there any reason wh. the lawyer in 

arguing the case can * t point to that witness — let's say 

he is the plaintiff :,n the case — and say, "You heard me 

ask him this question and he declined to answer and I 

suggest to you - declined to answer - and then undertakes 

to give an exp lanatiori.

MR. DWIGHT: I know of no impediment, your Honor.



QUESTION: There’s no constitutional impediment

to that at all, is there?

MR. DWIGHT: I don't think so, your Honor. I know

in a criminal prosecution it would be improper.

Finally, your Honor, there is the question of use-

immunity, whether the — any statements that the inmate may
could

make at the hearing / be. used against him at a future time 

As stated in my brief, there arc some reasons 

for the state actual'.y to agree with use-immunity because 

it might force the inmatesto enter the hearings to tell the! 

side of the s :ory.

QUESTION: You said”at a future time."

MR. DWIGHT I mean in a future —

QUESTION: y. understood it was only if he were 

prosecuted —

M R. DNT GI T ; Ri gh t.

:rimin< 11} for the conduct which led 

to the disc ip.In a» Is that right?

MR. DWIGHT; That is ^xaculq correct, your Honor. 

QUESTION: Yes.

MR. DWIGHT•• But as a legal propos ition, I don’t 

think that ;h..m is any consti.;:c t .tonal impediment to that 

testimony being used and this issue really centers on 

whether dimvuo.ts this Court’s opinion in Simmons 

applies here or whether this Court’s opinion in McGautha
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applies here.
This Court has limited Simmon.; in many ways in 

recent years and it is the state's position that this 
situation is much more akin to that in McGaotha.

In Simmons there were two constitutional rights 
involved, the Fourth anc. the Fifth. Iere there is only one 
constitution.;! right involved, whether the innate is going 
to speak, the Fifth.

That is much more akin to the situation in
McGauthe

has com- 
Fifth or 

it may bo 

but that 

eriminal

The i 'ante feces a probior; :;vat every person who 

vt:. aces srill laim the

net ana there is a corrnvl v-ic:< \ the sense that

in his favor to talk :o tbr divrvivi.inary board 

is no different than the cor .pulsio i in every 

is not . as 5.

Li s the state > t;
is not const:] vu iron ally requieml vo 1 ills si ;u tion and in

fact, there v re impediments union Rhcde Tsl.ir lav? to 

ise--iio:vuviity being granted bees iso generally it can on 1 y

be dci.s when ;h ? tttorney Gene ■■si applies to the presiding 

justice of th a '5v! verier Cour t:

CTJE ITI0hb. If the law were set tled that at any 

subsequent criminal prosecution any statement that he had 

made at the disciplinary proceedings would, in fact, be
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inadmissible, you'd have the seme result without your problem 

of granting use-immunity by those unauthorized to grant it, 

wouldn’t you?

MR. DWIGHT: Yes, your Honor, as a rule of evidence
we’d have to follow that but it would add another thing;

as generally we'd probably have to have stenographic
all

transcription of/the disciplinary hearings to be sure 

exactly what was said so that we would be careful not to 

be using what was said.

QUESTION: Well, use-immunity would just be 

forbidding the question.. "Didn’t you testify at the 

disciplinary hearing, A, B, C and D?1

?'1R„ DWIGHT: Well, but there is also derivative 

use-immunity according to Castigar, oar Honor, so we would 

have to he csreful that we used none of —

QUESTION: Well, there is use-immunity and then 

there is transactional immunity. We -ire talking here about 

use immunity,

-MR.. DWIGHT: Oh, absolutely your Honor, not 

transaction riJ Av. hinity. We err. only talcing about the 

narrow A cmuai hy considered by ...hi, Court in Casticjar.

QUESTION: At the mere.

MR. DWIGHT: Fight.

QUESTION: And wouldn! t the if the law were 

established that .-is a matter of evidence, the law of
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evidence, perhaps required by the Constitution, that any 

incriminating thing that he might have said at the 

disciplinary hearings would not and could not as a matter of 

evidentiary law, at the subsequent criminal prosecution be 

admitted, tint would be — and if that were the law and if 

he were advised of that, that would he the equivalent of use- 

immunity , I suppose, without getting into all the com

plication that you suggest about chef a prison officials 

not being authorized under state law to grant use-immunity.
They certainly would be authorized to advise 

him v;hat the state of tie law was , wouldn' t they?

MR. DWIGHT: Oh, absolutely, your Honor, we'd 

have to follow what the -~

QUKSTIOM : do rid -this be substantially the 

equivalent of a : Lranda rule a plied fee this setting?

IK-., b ■?:>.GiiT: It would, ;ou: Honor, except for 

the counsel question.

I retan, if this Court snout feel that it either

i e state would certainly 

is less n on the

state. also, I think in fairvess: to your Honors I should 

state that fi;:j iiscio'i.inary he - rings now have become two 

types of hearings.

The on is can in wbion the prisoner comes in and 

discusses wit1 the beard what happened and is his offense and



there is the second in which he comes in and just stonewalls 

the disciplinary board because he is advised by the counsel 

not to say anything.

QUESTION: Nhat do you think is the distinction

between the use“immunity that you have been discussing and 

the application of, in effect, the Miranda doctrine to this 

situation?

MR DWIGHT: Well, Miranda requires an appointed

counsel.

QUESTION: Well,, that isn’v: all it requires.

MR. DWIGHT: Weil, i'0. also has an evidentiary

rule that t ha statements may not be used —
We11, if

QUESTION: /there is no counsel you can't use the 

statements.

MR.. DWIGHT: Right, your Honor.

QUESTION: Now, do you equate that to a use- 

immunity? Is that your point.'

MR.. Ev'lGET: Well, X think what your Honor is 

gett: ; 8 lawyers then we

have the use- i r vanity automatic.h.iy hit I think the state

this Courl lat Miranda applied,

we 1 d have to .suoply lax yers because

QUESTION: Tvel.1, Mir- id a didn t lay down any 
substantive requirement of consuitutional law.

:‘!ust said that incriminating statements would be

Miranda
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inadmissible at a defendant’s trial unless certain safeguards 

would have been provided at the time the incriminating 

statements were made. It didn't require any such safeguards. 

It just v.as a rule of exclusion of evidencer wasn't it?

MR. DWIGHT: I realize that it was an evidentiary 

ruling. That’s correct, your Honor.

But on the counsel question, we maintain that this 

Court's decision in Wolff has already determined that counsel 

are not required at these hearings and I guess the 

application jf Miranda then, if Wolff were considered to 

cover the situation, would be that 'use--immunity would have 

to be provided.

QUESTION: Well, you contend that isn’t required 

eithar, don1;, ycu?

MR, DWIGHT Oar contention, is that as a consti- 

tati matter that is not required by the Constitution.

QUESTION : iou don" i say use-immunity would be 

required unless he is compelled to tost", fy... would you?

MR, DWIGHT: That is x :.ght. your Honor.

•jUdWTION: Mid that his problem i.s just cf having 

to testify in order to explain to the disciplinary is just 

one of the numerous problems that confronts any criminal 

defendant as witness McGautha

MR. DWIGHT- Absolutely, your Honor. Whenever 

anyone does something illegal they have to decide whether
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they are going to ' fcss up or not and there in only the 

Fifth Amendment involved here. There is no weighing of one 

constitutional rioht against another.

The First Circuit handed a decision called 

Flint v. Mullen in which it made a similar determination 

on the question of a suspension hear in a of somebody v?ho had 

been given a suspended sentence and then was brought in and 

of course, that is more akin to a criminal prosecution but 

the court there decided that, there wan no constitutional 

problem and that it was just a weigh!no oroblem. for the 

accused as tc whether he was going to 'testify there or remain 

silent in order to protect his right:’ at the later criminal 

trial for the offense which he had contnitted.

Also, I'd like to point out that the case of 

Cannon v. Scarpedii» your Honors considered the case of some

body who had >eor. giver a suspended sentence, I believe it 

was and ;.n cht case, the accused had conmitted a robbery 

and nowhe. re hi the Court., when it' di 'cussed the counsel 

requirement ' .• e suggest the - because the accused there 

might be sub \ c: to criminal ac cGCUt 'on, f ;cre:ore Ms ran..v 

required a lawyer automatically at that hearing.

I think that if that is true, a fortiorari, no 

lawyer should be required at a nrisor disciplinary bearing.

And ..iso, in ultimately making shit decision, the 

Court has to make a weighing of the rights of the Government
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versus those of the individual and it is naturally the 

state’s position that there are factors in orison that, are 

very different front those in other situations, those of 

protecting not only the guards but the inmates from each 

other and that rapid discipline is ve cy important.

If lawyers are introduced into those disciplinary 

hearings,- we hare all the problems of soh.edu long, postpone

ments and it could be weeks end monens before an inmate 

receives :hc discipline for the infr- r ..or which, he 

committed.

in) the - ( have said that one

of the probites with the cr.in |u ni.cn. system now is tnafc

people that co these things wait io long before anything 

happens :hat the purpose to mure .t known that you can't 

commit these Icing:- i dispelled roc:: use of the del are 

I thiik it is very important :.n a prison that 

; . 9 ■ kly infracl Lon i nd that

:-s what happened in the haltigi ano situation and the state 

feels in at it could do this rr> ,r rapidly if counsel were 

not required at the hearings.

If I have any time, I d like to reserve it.

MR. CHEF JUSTICE BUkGER: Ver;> well ..

■•'•'r. Fortunato.



ORAL ARGUMENT OF STEPHEN J. FORTE NATO, JR-., ESQ.

ON BEHALF OF RESPONDENTS

HR. FORTUNATO: Hr. Chief Justice, and may it 

please the Court:

1'c. like to begin by first responding to a question 

raised by Hr» Justice Powell regarding the question of 

whether or nct the prisoner can absent himself from the 

hearing. My answer to that if no, not when he is charged 

with a serious in-prison infraction.

I address myself to this problem at page 11 of 

my brief, footnote three. I contend that a reading of the 

'torri? rules in the appendix wi 11 indicate: there is a 

visrii ctirr l o toe an ffl-htor infhs ~ viewr; ar 1 inrajo infractions 

and ihat for ha major infraction as we save here, he could 

not have afcse-i fad himself.

CiTihTION; Where do you •••• is that by virtue of a 

rule or —?

r- d. FORTUNATO: That Ls the provisions of the 

Harris rales. I wov. Id also sup foe >t r.irt I .vr. counsel

' ■ ■ • for© the Court so indicates and
the only this " th-rc the disci v:iivvry jo a ,.<f advised us when 

’vc raised the: counsel questi on im ate f.v Tacking entrance
;o ■ sc olinary hearing was fch« f t ; uld ider a

postponement to consider cur position.

There was no indication of any sort that, well, why
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doesn't Ralmiaiano just go sit this one out and we will 

proceed accordingly.

I would like to submit to the Court that we seek 

no extension of Wolff v. McDonnell in disciplinary hearings. 

We are not contending that sufficient time has elapsed from 

Wolff v. McDonnell so that this Court may now reconsider 

whether circumstances have changed so that additional safe

guards should be afforded at the in-prison process.

In seeking the ingress of counsel into these 

proceedings we are not asking that counsel he permitted to 

cross-examine , to challenge the composition of the board, 

to assist the inmates in the presentation of this case as 

such. but solely to be there if there is to he interrogation 

and if, in fact, a criminal prosecution is threatened.

oULdTIOd: Is this something like the assistance a

lawyer may give a grand jury witness?

MR. FORTUNATO: Clearly, your Honor --

QUESTION: You'd have the lawyer present at the 

hearing itsaIf.

MR. FORTUNATO: We would analogize this to the 

Miranda, Mathis situation, the in--cun tody interrogation and 

submit that where --

QUESTION: That precise -- what would be the role

of the lawyer?

MR. FORTUNATO: The lawyer would sit there so long
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as there was to be interrogation relative to a possible 

criminal prosecution.

QUESTION: But I mean, simply advise his client?

MR. FORTUNATO: That is it.

QUESTION: As a lawyer does before Congressional

inquiries, for example?

MR. FORTUNATO: As ; lawyer would do at a police 

precinct upon being summoned by the police or by a phone 

call --

QUESTION: Say, ' Don't answer this."

MR. FORTUNATO: "Don't answer this." "Perhaps

you would be wise to answer this question and spare yourself 

further aggregation," just as I think was indicated in 

Miranda that that would be one of the functions of the 

attorn ■■y , nc t always to say "Be silent, " but from time to 

speak and thi s ~~

QUISTION: And this rale, 2 gather, I think no

non-lawyer atsistant could re?lly perform.

MR. FORTUNATO; I do not believe that a non- 

lawyer assist tin t is sufficiently trained to make the careful 

•disti notions regarding the Fi f Amendment privilege.

QUESTION: Mow, if can3;, retain a lawyer, one

must be appointed for him.

MR. FORTUNATO: I do not think that that issue is 

now before the Court but I would be constrained to say that
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if he cannot re -- obtain one, this Court will ultimately 
find itself, I think, called upon to say that the indigent 
must have counsel.

QUESTION: Do you have very many inmates in Rhode
Island who are not indigents?

HR FORTUNATO: Not toe many. Not too many. So 
I think that that would be a problem but I think --

QUESTION: When you say present during the
interrogation, do you mean just during the interrogation of 
the inmate or during the interrogation of any of the other 
witnesses?

MR. FORTUNATO: Just, during the interrogation of 
the inmates., We do not seek any extension of counsel's role.

QUESTION: Well, why would this function that you
are talking about new not also be called for in situations 
where there is no other crime involved?

I irean, at ..east Wolff did say that counsel would 
not be required.

MR. FORTUNATO: Yes, and —
QUESTION: And yon are saying that it should be

in some situations such as when the conduct is independently 
a crime?

MR. FORTUNATO: Yes, I think that we have a 
qualitatively different situation because —

QUESTION: But only there, Mr. Fortunato.
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HR. FORTUNATO: But only there, your Honor.

QUESTION: Where the infraction charged may also

be a criminal offense.

HR FORTUNATO: That is correct and —

QUESTION: But the function of being there when 

your client is interrogated would seen, to be — until you -- 

until the case is over, you really don't know what the 

conduct is, sometimes. So you would like to be there 

at any tine that your client is interrogated.

MR. FORTUI ATC No, because he is aware of the 

charge. The Morris rules arc sainbrious insofar as they 

insist trial the man he told ir. notice» that what he did may 

result in i criminal prosecution.

he had notice that he was charged with a crime.

He was alt'. • .old to consult with his attorney which he, of 

course, die and it was only when we got to the hearing, as 

the record indicates, that we were e.:eluded. Now -~

QUI FT ION . We have got a. little bit of a problem, 

though, Ln that the torris rub'- may not be applicable any-

where: use ; k by virtue of the state stipulation perhaps
tl :.af

srmething ,, the r.rs rule?: provide o-y not be required by

the Constituticn.

MR.. FORTUNATO: Thai is correct and I think that 

the First Circuit said that the Morris rules cannot be 

construed as filling all the constitutional gaps and therefore
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we are here now contending that due process ---

QUESTION: But concommitantly, the Morris rule —

it is not just a question whether the Morris rules go far 

enough to satisfy the Constitution, as you intimate the 

First Circuit said, but it is quite possible to stipulate 

that the Morris rules may in some instances go further than 

the Constitution requires.

MR. FORTUNATO: In some cases they may well do

that.

QUESTION: But it seems to me it isn’t always a

wise predicate to argue from something that is in the Morris 

rules as if that were a constitutional given.

NR. FORTUNATO: No, 0 would not do that. I would 

Constitution requires and that the proper 

effectuation cT the Fifth Amendment privilege requires that 

counsel be present.

Nov., on? possible way of solving the problem would 

be the grant cf use-immunity. However, as counsel for the 

state pointed out, the prison disciplinary board is not 

empowered to make such a grant.

ay die the next-best thing
a id said, "I' 1.1 tell you what we will not do. We will not 

ask your client a question. If he wants to say something, 

he can say something, but we are just not going to ask him

anything.
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MR. FORTUNATO: If —

QUESTION- "We are going to put on our evidence.
If he has got. anything to answer, why, let him answer."

MR. FORTUNATO: If they said that "Wa //ill not interro
gate," and if they also said, 'We will not consider his 
silence against him,then I would be forced so concede 
that counsel perhaps should not be included in the --

QUESTION: So you don't — at least Wolff, it
seems to me, said that you dor: ; c need counsel present to 
decide whether or not to testify.

MR. FORTUNATO: Yes; if yen are only dealing in a

situation where . and 2 don't, beliefs Wolff addressed this

question — where there is no criminal prosecution 

threatened.

QUESTION: Well, there wers come in there who 

were threatened.

MR. FORTUNATO: Yes, I am aware of that, your 

Honor, but —
QUEST ION: Wolff certainly did not qualify the 

language at all,

MR. FORTUNATO: I am just —

QUESTION: It said, no counsel. period.

MR. FORTUNATO: That is ceruainly the holding of 

Wolff. I would merely submit that by listing in footnote 20
numerous cases around the country that the Court was not
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commenting one way or the other on the merits of those cases.

QUESTION: What provision of the Constitution do 

you suggest requires them, the prison authorities, to tell 

the inmate that his silence will not be taken into account?

MR. FORTUNATO: I would suggest that the Fifth 

Amendment and the due process notions of effectuating —

QUESTION: Is there any case that has ever held,

that you can cite to us, that tells us that he must be

affirmatively told that his silence will not. used against 

him?

MR. FORTUNATO: Not that soys that his silence

will ;ofc be rued against him. But I don't think that he

can be compel led — and. this r..s where we ge t the issue of 

the compulsion of this custodial interrogation and that is, 

Palm.lgiano was told /es, sure- you can be silent.

He was also, I think,, somewhat misled be being 

told that if you speak, it wortt be used in a court of law.

But in an- event, he was told that your silence 

will be held against you if you don't choose to speak.

QUESTION: that's the matter with that in a civil 

proceeding?

MR. FORTUNATO: Well, I think, as your Honor was, 

in. your Tenor's colloquy with las Attorney General, I think 

that in a civil proceedings there is no prejudice of a 

constitutional dimension for failure to call a witness
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forward and certainly, you can comment to the jury, let's

note hare the absence of suchandsuch a witness or somebody's 
even

failure to/be present in the courtroom.

QUESTION: Or the Plaintiff's claim of the Fifth 

Amendment when, he is asked a question by defense counsel.

MR. FORTUNATO: Yes, but I think you have a 

qualitatively different situation here when we keep our eye 

on the future criminal prosecution and we argue along the 

line of Gardner versus Broderick and Lefkowitz that even 

though the disciplinary proceeding itself is a civil non- 

criminal, if you will, proceedings, nonetheless at that point 

the tribur.u.l s decision to use his silence as substantive 

evidence against him acted as a compulsion.

QUESTION; But, Mr. Fortunato, isn't there a 

difference between using his silence., the disciplinary board 

using h: s silence a -; an inference that the alleged infraction 

was, in fact committed by him and if he is then prosecuted, 

using his silence in the criminal prosecution?

Xsr. i there a difference?

NR.. FORTUNATO: Perhaps I can answer this question

by —

OULsi'IIP • '1 t there is a differenca, isn't there?

MR, FORTUNATO: Thera is somewhat of a difference 

I don't, think that it would change my position.

Idiat I mean is —

but



QUESTION: You would say that they can't use this

silence either as bearing on whether he committed the 

infraction,

MR, FORTUNATO: That is correct,

QUESTION: Nor use the silence if later he is

prosecuted for the very same conduct,

MR, FORTUNATO: That is correct. Now —

QUESTION: I should think there is a difference

between the two,

MR, FORTUNATO: Well, what I would suggest is 

that the -- I certainly agree with the position of the state 

and various opinions of this Court which point out that an 

election between two constitutional rights cannot always 

leave a person eating his cake and having it, toe. I mean, 

there are penalties that one suffers.

However, I think here if he elects to remain silent 

he foregoes, of course, his due process right to speak in 

his own defense,

He may live to regret that decision as a strategem. 

He may go to trial, take the stand there, let’s say, in a 

self defense: case and get an acquittal. Maybe he will then 

regret that, he spent 30 days in the hole because he didn't

come forth there. He might even have increased regret, if, 
despite the threat of criminal prosecution, no criminal

prosecution is ever brought to bear on him but I do not think
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that these personal problems he faces are the 3ame as 
a constitutional punishment, if you will, by having his — 

by being compelled to speak and being in a compulsory 
situation in that regard and I think that the cases of 
this Court that —

QUESTION: Of course, our cases have said,
neither judge nor prosecutor at a criminal trial can 
comment on the fact that one has not taken the stand.

But what is the fact of life as far as the jury 
is concerned?

MR. FORTUNATO: Well, I would say that the fact 
of life is that, despite repeated admonitions from the 
Court, if you don't put your client on the stand, you are 
in a lot of trouble,.

QUESTION: Well, are the human beings who com
pose the disciplinary tribunal any different?

MR, FORTUNATO: Yes, but I don't think we 
should — they are no different, of course. However, the

QUESTION: I mean, even if they say to them,
look, we won't use your silence against you.

MR, FORTUNATO: I think what we have to deal
with, of course, is building our record for standing in 
front of an appellate court some day but the point is
that I think what is ultimately of concern is the inmatds
will and his volition and the fact, in the decision of
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Wolff that now the disciplinary board will have to set 
forth reasons for the decision so despite the frailties 
of human nature they will at least have to consider what 
the guard said or what other inmates said or what —■

QUESTION: But you really have — you don't
say that he needs to be advised that his silence won't be 
used against him, What you object to is the board telling 
him that if you remain quiet, that will be used against 
you.

MR, FORTUNATO: I object to that, yes.
QUESTION; And you say that that is really

compelled.
MR. FORTUNATO: That is, your Honor.
QUESTION: And then you get into the Lafkowitz

area of either you talk or we will fire you.
MR, FORTUNATO: That is correct.
QUESTION: Hera it is, either you will talk or 

we will convict you, anyway.
MR, FORTUNATOS That is correct. That's —
QUESTION: But you do have & civil proceeding

here. Wouldn't the role of the .Inmate be an&lagous to 
that of a civil defendant? That is, he ought to be 
summonable to the stand by whoever ia presiding over the 
hearing and claim his privilege question by question 
rather than simply be able to invoke a general Fifth
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Amendment privilege, not even to be called, the way a 

criminal defendant can?
HR. FORTUNATO* Of course, the civil defendant can 

always be summoned to the stand by the adverse party. Is 
your Honor suggesting — is your Honor asking what should 
a judge do upon the

QUESTION: No, I am asking as a matter of 
constitutional lav is there any requirement, that the 
Rhode Island disciplinary beard not at least call the 
inmate, even against his will, to the chair or the stand, 
whatever they have in the room, and make him claim his 
privilege question by question rather than simply assert a 
blanket privilege?

MR, FOPTUNATO: The Rhode Isand disciplinary 
laws do not *••• the Morris •— so-called Morris rules do 
not address themselves to that question.

They dc say that the inmate shall be summoned 
before the board and then the inmate shall be interrogated
and they use that specific word "interrogated."

At the hearing itself they said to Nicholas 
Palraigiano, "Wall, Nick, what do you vant to say here?" 
That's the direct quote and they also then said, "Well, 
you're remaining silent. Are you going to answer any 
questions we put to you?*

QUESTION: Mr. Fortunato,, wo are talking about
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a civil proceeding but in this "civil proceeding,K you 
can end up in the hols# can’t you?

MR. FORTUNATO: That is correct, your Honor.
QUESTION; May I come back to some of the prior 

questions? Your answers have left me in some doubt as 
to youx' position.

Let’s assume for the moment that the rules 
require that the inmate be advised explicitly that he had 
the right to remain silent and not say anything or to 
elect not to answer any particular questions and moreover, 
if he were advised that his silence would not be used 
against him, would you still think that the presence of 
counsel is required by the Constitution?

MR. FORTUNATOt With one addition, then I would 
agree that counsel may not be required, and. that would be 
if there were to toe no interrogation of the inmate 
because dealing in the closed prison society you can tell 
him he can be silent, that his silence won't be held
against him and you can still get into interesting 
colloquies with prison officiale either immediately
outside the room or at the board itself in an effort to, 
you know, ve don't understand your behavior this time, 
Nick, you are usually so cooperative, and we have been 
good, to you people, giving you the prison newspaper and 
all this sort, of thing. So
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QUESTION: May I add one other condition? 

Suppose also that it were made clear that the inmate may 

leave the hearing without adverse consequences. This 

gets back to the first statement you made responding to 

your opponent. I think you said there was no option not 

to attend out as I understood what the Attorney General 

said, if the inmate made an appearance, he thereafter 

could leave,

Now, if the inmate could leave, if ha had bean 

advised he might remain silent -- could leave and silence 

and departure would not be used against him, would that 

answer your problem?

MR, FORTUNATO; I think it would because then

we would have no custodial interrogation although the 

threat of future criminal prosecution may still hang 

over hi& head.

QUESTION: You seem to be proceeding all along 
on the assumption that the innate doesn't want to answer

any questions. Perhaps he wants to answer soma questions

and explain. Row, do you suggest tint if he voluntarily 

wishes to explain some parts of the episode' that he must

have a lawyer there to guide him?

MR POKTONMJO: Yes, and I would correct any

notion might have conveyed.

situations the inmate may not

X am not saying that in all 

wish to speak. I am simply
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saying that to make that careful distinction as to whether 

or not he should forego his privilege, looking toward the 

trial and exercise his due process right to speak in order 

to perhaps protect himself from going to the hole or some 

other in-prison punishment, yes, the lawyer's counsel 

would be necessary.

QUESTION: Going back to the realities as 

Justice Brennan, I think, described them, is there any 

area of contest, inquiry, whether civil or criminal, 

where a defaulting party does not have his default in 

reality work against him? Do you know of any such area 

in —

MR, FORTUNATO: Wei.;., 1 can only say that there

have been nusaarous instances of acquittal when someone 

has not taken the stand. So —•

QUESTIONs That may be because of the weakness 

of the evidence against him.

HR. FORTUNATOS But at leact it 'shews that the 

jury, upon & proper admonition, can keep that in its mind 

so wv>x< i certainly concede human frailty- I think that 

in an effort to support the value of non-compulsion 

historically and up to the present day, we should at least

have rules that try to circumscribe :iterations enough so 
that compulsion and adverse inferences' will, be minimized,

and l think '-.hat counsel's presence is required in this
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•The distinction that I would .'Like to call to 

the attention of the Court is that we proceed here solely, 
or seek the intrusion of counsel with our attention solely 
rivetted on the trial that looms and is threatened some
where down tee line and we do not have the same concern 
here for a conditional liberty that was present, say, in 
Gagnon or Morrissey v, Brewer and because we are in the 
Miranda - Mathis situation we contend, we are entitled to 
the counsel because of the custodial interrogation and 
so our focus is on the future criminal trial and no so 
much on getting intruding counsel in here to address 
themselves to the issue so that the defendant or the 
accused prisoner will not end up in the hole.

QUESTION: Well, what if the noti.ee to the 

inmate who has been guilty of this infraction informs him

that e.n informal hearing will fee held at a particular day 

and hour in relation ho the episode that is in question

and that ho may come if he wishes and if he comas, he may 

state his position, if he wishes. But he will not be 

compelled to answer any questions,

load then he comes — take either choice.
Be stays away or he comas and sits silent. lo 

you suggest that on the basis of the evidence of guards

and other inmates he cannot be subject tod to discipline
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unless he has a lawyer there?
MR. FORTUNATO: x would add to those admonitions 

that you are now the subject of a criminal prosecution.
You have the right to remain silent.

QUESTIONS How do the prison authorities 
necessarily know that he is going to be subject? Perhaps 
he will and perhaps ho will not.

MR. FORTUNATO: Well, I think that one can 
only speculate and hope that, based upon their training,
they will recognise a crime when they see it.

The fact, I think, that we can —
QUESTION: Well, the crime of — if it is a 

crime in the state — of inciting a riot or creating a

disturbance nay be a rather subtle thing in some cases 

and perhaps they don't know at that time whether any such
criminal protadu.ce is going to take place or not.

MR. FORTUNATO: I think the burden there, your 

Honor, is tlaarly on the stata that when it brings someone 

into ■ custodiul situation, as wo contend this is, that

they hav -e % burden of advising him that there is a 

threatened cciminal prosecution.

Tha Morris rules so provide, recognizing that 

they are -- they do not cover every eventuality.

QUISTION: Well, go back to the hypothetical I

gave yon. and the man does not come at all. He elects not
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to come and they hear the guards and the other inmates 

who describe his conduct and then they say, "You are 

going to be put in solitary confinement for 21 days."

You say they can*t do that?

MR. FORTUNATO: No, on that set of facts they 

could do that.

QUESTION: They could do that,

MR. FORTUNATO: Yes, they could.

QUESTION: Now, he comes to this informal 

hearing and remains in the chair silent. He is offered an 

opportunity to make a statement and he responds that he 

does not want to make a statement or answer any questions 

and then the;/ proceed to do the same thing.

Any problem?

4R. FORTUNATO: Yes. 1 cannot concede that we 

should allow prison officials in this position to bring 

someone in on your set of admonitions or statements,

elicit possibly self-incriminatory statements
QUESTION: No, he has not made any statement

in my second hypothetical.

MR. FORTUNATO: Oh, he has not —

QUESTION: He has mace no statement.

MR, FORTUNATO: Oh, I am sorry.

QUESTION: He is invited to make any statement 

he wishes and he answers that he has no statement to make



and that he does not. want to answer any questions*

MR. FORTUNATO: There is —

QUESTION: He is mute except for that statement 

declining to make any utterance.

MR. FORTUNATOj There is no problem and if that 

had happened in Palmigiano, we probably would not be 

here today.

What we are saying is that the evil of the 

Palmigiano situation is the circumstances of the interro

gation and the fact that he was advised silence would be 

held against him? that interrogation was. in fact, 

attempted without counsel present.

Sc we have been in the appellate courts and are 

here today, in effect, seeking a pro compliance review 

with that type of procedure.

Thank you.

MS. CHIEF JUSTICE BURGER: Do you have anything 

further, Counsel?

MR. DWIGHT: Yes, your Honor, I would like to 
make just two brief points.

RE3UTTAL ARGUMENT 02’ RONALD A. DWIGHT, ESQ.

MR. DWIGHT: Although it ha® been said that 

Mr. Palmigiano was told that his silence would be used 

against hia, I think it is important for tbs .Court to 

note th .t he was told that it would be detrimental to
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his defensa and that the Morris rules provide that, any 

finding must be based on substantial evidence and the 

state concedes that silence alone is not substantial 

evidence because it obviously can be as much consonant 

with innocence as it is with guilt and Mr. -~

MR. CHIEF JUSTICE BURGER: You have about 

three minutes remaining after lunch if you have anything 

further. We'll adjourn now until i;OC o’clock.

MR. DWIGHT: Okay, your Honor.

[Whereupon, a recess was taken for luncheon 

from 12:00 o'clock noon to 1:00 o'clock p,m.3 

AFTERNOON SESSION

MR,. CHIEF JUSTICE BURGER; You may continue,

Counsel.

MR. DWIGHT: Mr. Chief Justice and may it 

P1ease the Court:

I have one last point to make.

The Respondent implied that one would be 

entitled to n instruction that a jury must disregard

the silence of s, defendant but I don't think that this 

states the law correctly because in Griffin this Court 

stated in -i footnote that they had reserved decision on 

whether an accused could require, as in Bruno, that the 

jury be instructed that his silence musk be disregarded, 

And the Bruno decision res .ad not on



constitutional grounds but on a federal statute.

Thank you very much.

MR. CHIEF JUSTICE BURGER: Thank you, gentlemen. 

The case is submitted.

[Whereupon, at 1;02 o'clod: p.rn., the case

was aubmitted.3




